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Location: dubai

Category: other-general

The job posting is outdated and position may be filled Responsibilities:• Own predictive analytics

for Billed and ACR, verify ML outcomes in partnership with EG and New Business

Finance manager on Azure consumed to form an opinion what to build into CFO Forecast and

FOM scenarios• Provide insights into the New Business (and Segment) Finance

managers in a way that can be easily actioned. Provide insights to subsidiaries in a digestible

manner which can be easily leveraged• Lead a strong community of Large Sub CSA Finance

managers in partnership with the MW/BA Area Finance manager to focus on the key

insights and projects to accelerate the business and increase productivity and focus of

sellers and partners.• Product coverage for Data Platform (SQL), Azure data services• Develop

understanding of workload margins to influence ROI decision making• Lead the Area forecast,

budget and Outlook processes for Area planning with accurate forecasts and high-quality

budgets• Understand competitive market insights, provide thought leadership to challenge EG

leads & STU around new business opportunities / growth road map landscape.• Provide

business insights to accelerate growth of Azure consumed revenue focusing on premium

services and Azure everywhere – Opportunity/growth road map generation• Balance growth

through our existing consuming customers and Azure Customer Adds.• Accountable for

finance content within EG ROB, Planning & Execution incl. budget, forecast; owns ACR

numbers and provide billed to consumed ratio to segments as well as overages reporting•

Partner with the investment controller to drive shared understanding on return from investments

(Local DC, HIPO etc.)• Drive analytics and deeper understanding for Apps & Infra and for

Data & AI workloads and differentiating insights for more advanced workloads especially
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on AI.• Drive cloud growth in the Geo through deep Cloud analytics forward and

backwards• Build a partnership with Corp EG Finance teams providing insights from the Area

and advocating for the Area business• Contribution to partner motion acceleration to drive CSP

growth Disclaimer: Drjobs.ae is only a platform that connects job seekers and employers.

Applicants are advised to conduct their own independent research into the credentials of

the prospective employer.We always make certain that our clients do not endorse any

request for money payments, thus we advise against sharing any personal or bank-related

information with any third party. If you suspect fraud or malpractice, please contact us via

contact us page. Our goal is to make hiring as easy as possible. We find the right talent for

every company, ensuring that each candidate finds a job they enjoy. Dr.Job FZ LLC provides

360-degree AI-powered recruiting and job search solutions. If you are looking for a job and

haven't found your chance yet, you can upload your profile on our website and find

thousands of opportunities globally!Our platform gives you the flexibility you need to

thrive in today's market by allowing you to apply for all different kinds of jobs, whether they are

full- or part-time, remote or on-site.
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